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This invention relates to a guitar, and more particularly 
to an electric guitar of the type adapted to be held in 
a generally vertical plane during playing. 

Electric guitars are of various types, some of which 
are adapted to be supported in a horizontal plane during 
playing, and others of which are adapted to be disposed 
in a generally upright or vertical plane during play 
ing. Guitars of the first-mentioned type may have legs 
or other supports, as in the case of Hawaiian steel guitars, 
but guitars of the last mentioned type are normally held 
manually. It is common practice for the guitarist to 
play the electric guitar when in seated position, regardless 
of which type of electric guitar is being played. 

Electric guitars are conventionally constructed with 
relatively solid bodies formed of hardwood and relatively 
heavy. Such bodies, at least in the case of guitars 
adapted to be played when in a generally vertical or 
upright plane, have previously been manufactured with 
recesses or depressions in the upper and lower edges 
thereof. Such recesses are conventionally directly op 
posite each other, that is to Say have their centers dis 
posed generally on a perpendicular to the longitudinal 
axis of the guitar. It has been found, however, that such 
positioning of the recesses or depressions causes the gui 
tarist to be relatively uncomfortable during playing, and 
results in awkwardness and difficulty in achieving the prop 
er and desired plucking or picking positions. Stated other 
wise, it has been discovered that the conventional body 
construction of an electric guitar is susceptible of great 
improvement in order to increase the comfort of the 
guitarist and result in improved playing with minimized 
awkwardness, especially as regards the relative locations 
of the recesses in the upper and lower edges of the 
guitar body. 

In view of the above and other factors relative to 
conventional guitars, particularly electric guitars of the 
type adapted to be played when in an upright plane, it is 
an object of the present invention to provide a guitar 
having a body so constructed that the comfort of the 
guitarist is maximized, and awkwardness is substantially 
eliminated whether the body is held on the left or right leg. 
A further object is to provide a guitar body having a 

novel combination of recesses and beveled portions, 
thereby promoting ease and facility of playing with mini 
mum discomfort to the guitarist. 
A further object is to provide a guitar body which may 

be held comfortably and without awkwardness by a 
Seated guitarist, whether the guitar body is supported on 
the left or right leg. 

These and other objects and advantages of the inven 
tion will be fore fully set forth in the following specifica 
tion and claims, considered in connection with the at 
tached drawing to which they relate. 

In the drawing: 
Figure 1 is a perspective view illustrating a guitarist 

playing a guitar constructed in accordance with the pres 
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ent invention, while supporting the same on his left leg; 

Figure 2 corresponds to Figure 1 but illustrates the 
playing of the guitar while supported on the right leg of 
the guitarist; 

Figure 3 is a plan view showing the face of the guitar 
body; 

Figure 4 is a section on the broken line 4-4 of Fig 
ure 3, illustrating the bevel at the back of the upper 
edge of the guitar body; and 

Figure 5 is a section on line 5-5 of Figure 3, show 
ing the bevel on the face of the guitar body at the upper 
corner thereof and remote from the tuning pegs or 
SCAreWS. 

Referring now to the drawing, and particularly to 
Figures 1-3, the electric guitar is illustrated to comprise 
a body 10, neck 11, strings 12 stretched between turning 
pegs or screws 13 and a vibrato device 14, and elec 
tromagnetic pickup elements 16 and 17. The vibra 
tions of the strings 12 are converted into sound by the 
pickup elements 16 and 17 and associated amplifier and 
loudspeaker equipment. Tuning of the strings is effected 
by the pegs 13 on the head of the guitar, and (momen 
tarily) by actuation of the arm 18 of vibrato device 14, 
one Such device being described in my previous Patent 
No. 2,741,146. In addition to the above elements, the 
guitar comprises volume control knobs 19 and 21, and 
a selector Switch 22 to control the use of pickup elements 
f6 and 17. The guitar may also include plug means, in 
dicated at 23, for making the electrical connection. 

Proceeding next to a detailed description of the guitar 
body 20, it is preferably formed of a single piece of hard 
Wood, and is elongated axially of the instrument. Stated 
otherwise, the dimension of the body 10 longitudinally of 
neck 11 is normally substantially greater than the dimen 
sion of the body transversely thereof. The body 10 is 
relatively thin, having a face surface 24 and a parallel 
back surface 26. 
The body 10 has an upper edge portion 27, by which is 

meant the portion of the body held uppermost when the 
guitar is being played in an upright or generally vetrical 
plane as indicated in Figures 1 and 2. The body also 
has a lower edge portion 28, and outer edge portion 29 
remote from the tuning screws 13, and an inner edge por 
tion 31 relatively adjacent the tuning screws 13. Ex 
cept as will be specifically stated hereinafter, the various 
edge Surfaces extend perpendicularly between face sur 
face 24 and back Surface 26, as indicated at 32 at the lower end of the showing of Figure 4. 

Referring to Figure 3, the upper edge portion 27 of 
body 10 is formed with a recess or depression 33 the 
center of which is disposed relatively adjacent the tun 
ing screws or pegs 13 (the outer end of neck 11). The 
Wall of the recess or depression, that is to say the upper 
edge surface of the guitar body, is a continuous, concave 
Curve as illustrated. 
The rear part of upper edge portion 27, and adjacent 

receSS or depression 33, is bevelled to provide an inclined 
or bevelled surface 34 best illustrated in Figure 4. The 
bevel or incline commences along the dashed line 36 
shown in Figure 3, such line being spaced progressively 
greater distances from the extreme upper part of portion 
27 as the center of the recess or depression 33 is ap 
proached. Stated otherwise, the extreme upper part of 
portion 27, and the dashed line 36 which denotes the 
beginning of the bevel or incline, are relatively far apart 
at the regions adjacent the center of recess 3, and con 
Verge together remote from such center of the recess. 
The bevel is thus relatively gradual at the center of re 
cess 33, and relatively steep at the ends thereof. 
The corner of upper edge portion 27 remote from tun 

ing Screws 13 is formed, on its face, with a bevel or in 
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cline 37 best shown in Figure 5. The plane of such bevel 
or incline 37 intersects the plane of face 24 along a line 
38 which is disposed at an acute angle to the longitudi 
nal axis of the instrument, and converges toward such 
longitudinal axis in a direction away from the tuning 
screws 13. The end of line 38 which is nearest the tun 
ing screws 13 approaches the end of line 36 which is most 
remote from the tuning screws, it being remembered, 
however, that the line 38 and the line 36 are on opposite 
sides of the body. 10. 
The lower edge portion 28 of guitar body 10 is formed 

with a recess or depression 39 (Figure 3) which corre 
sponds generally to the recess 33 except that it is spaced 
further away from the tuning screws 13, and except that 
there is no bevelled surface corresponding to the surface 
34. Stated otherwise, the recesses 33 and 39 are some 
what symmetrical about the longitudinal axis of the in 
strument, but the recess 39 is spaced a substantial dis 
tance farther from the tuning screws 13 than is the re 
cess 33. It is pointed out that the recesses 33 and 39 
each extend for a considerable distance along the upper 
and lower edges of the guitar body, more than half of 
the longitudinal dimensions of such upper and lower 
edges. 
The upper recess 33 is sufficiently large to accommo 

date the side of the chest of the guitarist, and the lower 
recess 39 is sufficiently large to fit over the thigh, as illus 
trated in Figures 1 and 2. 
The center of the upper recess 34 is indicated at “A.” 

Point "A' is disposed generally above the regions of the 
strings 22 normally picked by the guitarist. Point “A,” 
and such regions, are located closer to the tuning screws 
13 than is the center of the guitar body 10, all distances 
being measured parallel to neck 11. 
The center of lower recess 39 is indicated at point 

"B.' Such point is disposed generally opposite the cen 
ter of guitar body 10, and generally below the bridge 
of the instrument or, in this case, below the vibrato de 
vice 4. - 

imaginary parallel lines containing the points “A” and 
"B,” and perpendicular to and intersecting the longitudi 
nali akis of the instrument, should be spaced apart a dis 
tance between 10 percent and 30 percent of the effective 
length of the guitar body 10. Such distance is prefera 
bly about 20 percent of the effective length of the guitar 
body. In the present illustration, the effective length of 
the guitar body is the distance between the indicated 
points "C" and "D,” such distance being measured paral 
iel to the longitudinal axis of the instrument. It is to 
be understood, however, that if an excessively long and 
useless curlycue, for example, were added to one end 
(such as the inner end) of the guitar body, the length of 
such curlycue wouid not be included in the “effective 
length,” aid should not be taken into account in spacing 
the centers of the recesses. 

In a normal guitar, the offset between point “A” and 
point 'B' (longitudinally of the instrument) should be 
between three and six inches. It is preferably about four 
or five inches. 
A straight line between point "A" and point 'B' 

should lie at an angle, relative to a perpendicular to the 
longitudinal axis of the guitar (such perpendicular being 
parallel to the faces of the guitar body), which is between 
ten degrees and forty degrees and is preferably about 
twenty-five degrees. 

Íia : the operation of the instrument, let it first be as 
Slimed that the guitarist desires to support the guitar on 
his left leg as shown in Figure 1. The lower recess 39 
then fits over the left thigh, and the upper recess 33 fits 
against the left portion of the chest. The bevelled or 
inclined surface 34 greatly increases the comfort of the 
guitarist and lessens awkwardness, and the bevel surface 
37 provides a comfortable support for the inner side of 
the right forearm during picking. It has been discovered 
that the described axial-offsetting of the points "A" and 
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"B" permits the right or picking arm to more readily 
pick the strings 12 at the desired points. 

Referring next to Figure 2, the guitar is illustrated as 
supported on the right thigh of the guitarist. In this case 
the recess 33 fits against the right side of the chest, and 
the bevelled surface 34 again increases comfort and de 
creases awkwardness. The bevel surface 37 again facili 

... tates the use of the right or picking arm, since it fits be 

10 
low the upper arm. 

It is emphasized that such terms as "comfort," "awk 
wardness,' etc., actually denote the structural relation 
ships between the human body and the present guitar 
body. Such terms have nothing to do with the types of 
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material, etc., of . which the guitar body is made. 
It is applicant's basic discovery that the same relation 

ship between the upper and lower recesses in the guitar 
body provides improved playing (because of the me 
chanics of the human body) whether the guitar is sup 
ported on the right leg or the left leg. When the guitar 
is on the left leg (Figure 1), the head of the guitar is 
held relatively high, and the upper recess fits around the 
left portion of the front of the chest. When the guitar is 
on the right leg (Figure 2), the head is held relatively 
low, and the upper recess fits around the extreme right 
side of the chest. Such positions are natural and desira 
ble. It is natural to hold the neck at a greater angle to 
the horizontal when the body is on the left leg than when 
it is on the right, since this shortens the distance the left 
arm must reach out in order to grasp the neck properly. 

Left-handed guitars may also be manufactured, incor 
porating the principles set forth herein. 

Various embodiments of the present invention, in ad 
dition to what has been illustrated and described in de 
tail, may be employed without departing from the scope 
of the accompanying claims. 

claim: 
1. A guitar, comprising a body having opposite end 

portions and opposite side portions, a neck extending 
from one end portion, each of said side portions having 
a depression therein, the depression in one of said side 
portions being located substantially nearer to an end 
of said body than is the depression in the other of said 
side portions, said depressions being respectively adapted 
to receive the chest and thigh of the player when the 
player is in seated position. 

2. The invention as claimed in claim 1, in which said 
neck extends generally longitudinally of said body and 
has a head at the end thereof remote from said body, and 
in which the depression in one of said portions is sub 
stantially nearer to said head than is the depression in 
the other of said side portions. 

3. The invention as claimed in claim 2, in which said 
one side portion is the one held uppermost by a player 
when playing the guitar while in seated position. 

4. The invention as claimed in claim 2, in which said 
one side portion is the one held uppermost by a player 
when playing the guitar while in seated position, and in 
which the depression in said one side portion is nearer 
to said head than is the depression in said other side por 
tion by a distance equal to at least ten percent of the 
effective dimension of said body longitudinally of said 
neck. 

5. The invention as claimed in claim 2, in which said 
one side portion is the one held uppermost by a player 
when playing the guitar while in seated position, and 
in which the center of the depression in said one side 
portion is between three and six inches nearer said head 
than is the center of the depression in said other side 
portion. 

6. The invention as claimed in claim 1, in which said 
body has a dimension longitudinally of said neck which 
is greater than the dimension of said body transversely 
thereof, in which said body has generally parallel front 
and rear surfaces which are spaced from each other by 
a relatively short distance, in which said 'neck has a 
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head at the end thereof remote from said body, in which 
the depression in one of said side portions is generally 
concave and continuously curving and is shaped to re 
ceive a side of the chest of the player playing the guitar 
while in seated position, in which the depression in the 
other of said side portions is generally concave and con 
tinuously curving and is shaped to receive the upper por 
tion of the thigh of the player playing the guitar while 
in seated position, and in which said depression in said 
one side portion is substantially nearer said head than 
is said depression in said other side portion. 

7. The invention as claimed in claim 6, in which a 
straight line between the centers of said depressions lies 
at an angle, relative to a perpendicular to the longitudi 
nal axis of the guitar and lying parallel to said front and 
rear surfaces, which is between ten degrees and forty de 
grees. 
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8. The invention as claimed in claim 6, in which said 

rear surface of said body is bevelled adjacent said de 
pression in said one side portion, and in which said front 
surface of said body is bevelled at said one side portion 
and relatively remote from said neck, said bevel in said 
rear surface being adapted to engage one side of the 
chest of the player, said bevel in said front surface being 
adapted to support the picking arm of the player. 
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